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Welcome back to those of you who have returned to (physical) school this week - it has been wonderful to see all of you 

again.  Your children have returned positively and with great enthusiasm, which has meant that teachers and teaching 

assistants have been able to quickly get back to teaching the usual curriculum.  Throughout the rest of this year, we will 

continue to try to identify and address any gaps in knowledge and understanding which might have developed during the 

time children were away from school – this will be an ongoing process, driven by observations, questioning and assessment 

of work children complete in class, rather than through any high-stake tests.   

With this in mind, we will soon look again at our school calendar for the rest of this year; we know you will be keen to meet 

your child’s teachers to find out how they are attaining, and we will consider when best to schedule parent consultation 

meetings to share this information.  If your child is on the Special Educational Needs register, your review meeting will be 

slightly later than previously communicated – these will take place during the week beginning 26th April, and booking 

information will follow shortly.  As always, we remain committed to working in partnership with all of you at home to 

ensure your children can flourish academically and socially, and will share dates and information as soon as we are able to. 

Reading fluency 

You will probably be unsurprised to know that we are prioritising checking children’s phonics and reading skills, given the 

fundamental importance these play in ensuring children can fully access the whole curriculum.  At the moment, staff are 

looking at the reading fluency of pupils in Key Stage Two; the ability to decode words fairly effortlessly allows children to 

focus on understanding what they are reading, allowing them to learn and think about texts.  With this in mind, we are 

using benchmark texts specific to each year group to check the speed with which children read.  The texts we are using 

have been specifically written to allow a fluent reader to read 100 words from their age-related text within a minute.  We 

are using this as a very quick check to identify any children who would benefit from a bit of extra support to develop this 

key skill.  I will upload some examples of the texts we are using to our website, so please have a look at the kind of text 

your child would be expected to read for their age and, as always, let class teachers and I know if you have any questions. 

Subtitles: On the subject of reading, you may have seen press reports about research showing the positive impact watching 

TV with subtitles on can have on reading attainment…more information here: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/amp/56211735 

Reminders 

While the return to school has gone incredibly smoothly, there are a couple of reminders that we would appreciate your 

help with: 

• Please make sure shoulder length hair is tied back; this avoids it falling across desks etc when children are working, as 

well as minimising the spread of headlice; 

• Please make sure children push, rather than ride, scooters and bikes onto and out of the school grounds.  Please also 

make sure to use the path at the back door of the hall to get back into the car park when children have collected their 

scooter or bike – many children are leaving in between staff cars, which is risking them being scratched or damaged. 

Many thanks for continuing to wear a face mask when on site, and for maintaining social distancing.  I think it is worth a 

reminder that, although schools are open, lockdown restrictions remain; aside from schools, the only other change is that it 

is now possible to sit on a bench outside with one other person from outside your household.  Please keep this in mind 

when outside of school, so we can all continue to support the local and national effort to limit the transmission of Covid. 
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PE Days 

Apologies for the confusion around Kites’ PE Days this term; to clarify, Kites should wear their PE kits to school on Monday 

and Tuesday. 

 

 


